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Sister city showdown

Senator calls
for changes
O'Brien advocates increased
accountability to student body
By Heather Cox
Staff Writer
Every Tuesday night, members of the University ,of
Maine General Student Senate
meet and decide how to allocate money to student organizations, give approval to new
clubs and pass resolutions that
affect the student body. All
student senators attend on a
voluntary basis except for the
LALLuli,c

CAMPUS PHoTo • SARAH MONEY

Liam Harrigan, a Bangor High School fan said, "They're a really great team." Harrigan
joined many others in trying to break the state record for attendance at a high school
hockey game. Local rivals Bangor and Brewer competed Tuesday at Mond Arena.

Plagiarism site sparks debate
Honors College head cites TurnItIn shortcomings
By Pattie Barry
Staff Writer

The TurnItIn.com program,
which was purchased by UMaine
for $4,000 this year, allows any
Nationally and locally, the member of the UMaine commuplagiarism-prevention program nity to create an account on the
TurnItIn.com has come under site. The user can then upload a
scrutiny due to the way in which paper to the database, which
it saves student papers to its data- searches for matches to Internet
base. Because of this database of sources, publishers' databases
previously submitted papers and and every paper submitted to the
the licensing fee the company site. The paper is then returned to
charges, individuals and colleges the user, indicating which parts
have expressed concern that of the paper match. The site will
TurnItIn profits from student also find matches for legitimate
work.
quotations in the paper.

Concern about the licensing
fees revolves around the manner
in which the program processes
and stores student work. TurnItIn
receives the licensing money
from the universities, then
receives student papers from
those universities, then sells that
content to other universities.
iParadigms, the company that
owns TurnItIn, also operates the
Web site's "peer review and digital portfolio," which displays stuSee PLAGIARISM on page 7

Sen. Dan O'Brien hopes to
change.

"I would be completely in
support of an entirely volunteer Student Government —
that would be my No. 1 goal.
But it's never going to happen," O'Brien said. "I want to
try to create a student government students enjoy working
for as senators. The only way I
can think of is to make the
company an equal place for
everyone. We all go in there
and volunteer our time, or we
all go in there and get some
compensation of time."
At an executive session of
the General Student Senate
next Tuesday, O'Brien plans to
voice his ideas for reform in
the Senate, including lower
wages for executives and
increased accountability to the
student body.

O'Brien said he is not the
first to advocate senators getting paid for their time and
effort.
"We have some trouble
keeping senators in the Senate
and that isn't a new thing.
think that stems from the fact
that Senate, as it is now, is
volunteer work," O'Brien said,
adding that the paid members
of Student*Government "tend
to look for senators to do
"Some 'executives] com-

plain about 'Why can't senators take action, be more
involved,— O'Brien said.
"[We should] stop the practice
of paying certain people and
not other people."
It isn't just the fact that
some members of Student
Government are getting paid,
O'Brien said, but the issue of
just how much they are being
paid.
"They're being paid a lot. I
can't come up with another
work study job that pays
$4,000 a year," he said of one
executive's salary.
Although he isn't sure of
the exact figure, O'Brien said
he believes the salary for a
Maine state representative is
approximately $4,500 a year.
See O'BRIEN on page 5

UMaine student safety stressed following Knox trespassing
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Writer
Concerns about campus safety
have arisen following a Feb. 3
incident at the University of Maine
in Knox Hall, where Canadian citizen Adam Davidson, 31,of Nova
Scotia, was found, arrested and
deported back to Canada.
"This particular experience
with this individual points out very
clearly the need to have dormitories secure, as opposed to having
doors propped open or residents

letting in whoever walks up," said
Charlie Chandler, UMaine's
Public Safety deputy chief and
associate director.
Davidson allegedly spent one
night with two residents in the
building, and possibly elsewhere
in the residence hall. Davidson has
since been deported back to
Canada and Public Safety is considering pressing charges of possession of stolen property, according to Detective Sgt. Chris
Gardner.
Davidson has been charged

with theft of director of Residence Life and Smith said.
The situation seemed to hit
services and Programs. "They need to make
criminal tres- sure they know who it is and they home for Knox Hall resident Sarah
pass in Bangor feel confident and assured that this Eremita, a first-year secondary
in
recent person is going to be responsible education student, who said she
months.
and is a good addition to the com- and her roommate generally would
"The inci- munity,as opposed to placing oth- leave their door unlocked when
going across the hall to visit with
dent does cer- ers at risk."
friends.
The situation with
remember
to
Residents need
tainly
reinmade her think twice,
Davidson
Davidson
like
the
community
force that the that living in a
she
said.
that
residents are residence halls means sharing
a community, and they need to space with 200 other people, and
"Hearing about this man comthink about and be cautious who that choices individuals make ing in and just knowing that he
they host and who they allow into about guests or letting people into
Soo TRESPASS on page 4
the building," said Barbara Smith, the building affects many people,
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Submissionsfor The
Maine Campus
Community Calendar are
free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Rick
Redmond, or dropped off
in The Maine Campus
office located in the basement ofMemorial Union.
Please include all the
important information
about your event.
Deadlinesfor submissions
are 9 a.m. Sundayfor
Monday publication and 9
a.m. Wednesdayfor
Thursday publication.

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Left Out of the History of
the American Left' a
Department of History
symposium and part of
the Black History Month
Observance. This event
will be held from 3:io 4:30 p.m. in the Bangor
Lounge of Memorial
Union. This event is sponsored by the Multicultural
Student Affairs Office.
Call 581-1405 for information.

tion.
• There will be a farewell
reception for Jonathan
Henry from 1 - 3 p.m. at
the Sigma Chi Heritage
House. Call Enrollment
Management at 581-1561
for information.

Thursday, February 19,2004

Events. Call Carole LeClair
at 581-1793 for information.

• The Maine Attraction
presents comedian Marc
Theobald from 9:30 - 11
p.m. at Memorial Union.
This event is free for students and sponsored by
• Beta Theta Pi will hold its Campus Activities and
annual Sleep Out for Rape Events. Call Carole LeClair
Response Services from 6
at 581-1793 for information
p.m. to 6 a.m. Saturday
Saturday, Feb. 2
morning. This event will
feature a bonfire, live
• The Maine Peace Action
• The Math and Science
music and speakers from
Committee will show
"Uncovered: Whole Truth the community. Call Kyle
Future Teachers Club will
Webster at 478-2715 for
hold its 4th Annual Spring
About the Iraq War" at 7
Thursday, Feb. 19
Conference from 8:30 a.m.
p.m. in the Library Storage information.
to 3 p.m. in Donald P.
Building 110 as part of the
• The Office of
• The Black Student Union Corbett Business Building.
Maine Peace and Justice
International Programs
Those wondering what it's
will hold a Black History
Film Series. Call Doug
and National Student
Month Celebration Dinner like teaching in their first
Exchange will be holding Allen at 581-3860 for
year and interested in
with a Caribbean theme
information.
a Study Abroad general
from 6- 8:30 p.m. at Wells learning new ideas about
information session at 2
Commons and Conference teaching are encouraged to
p.m. in 202 Winslow Hall. Friday, Feb. 20
Center. Call the
attend. Visit the Math And
These meetings address
Science Teaching conferMulticultural Student
basic policies and proce- • Fei Chai will present
ence on FirstClass for regdures students should be "Asian Dust and its Impact Affairs Office at 581-1405
istration information.
on Marine Productivity and for information.
aware of before studying
abroad. Call Susan Nolan Carbon Cycle in the Pacific"
• Karaoke will begin in the
354 Aubert Hall at 11 a.m. • Kickin' Flicks will show
Landry at 581-2905 for
union at 9 p.m. This event
"Scary Movie 3" on a big
This event is part of the
information.
School of Marine Sciences screen in DPC Dm at 7:30 is free for students and is
sponsored by Campus
Seminar Series. Call the
p.m. This event is free for
• Barbara Ransby will
Activities and Events. Call
School of Marine Sciences students and is sponsored
present "Radical Black
Carole LeClair at 581-1793
at 581-4381 for informaby Campus Activities and
Women: Stories Often
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Land trusts fundraise to protect Orono property
said Sally Jacobs, president of
Trust
Land
Orono
the
Committee.
The Land for Maine's
With the combined efforts
of many private and state Future is a state grant agency
agencies, a natural corridor that was created in 1987, when
will connect several conserved citizens voiced a desire to have
land parcels in the Orono area. Maine's most special lands
The Orono Land Trust and held forever in the public trust.
The Maine Legislature creBangor Land Trust have joined
the LMF program to
ated
to
money
raise
the
forces to
"the traditional Maine
secure
fund the project.
"The large sum needed to heritage of public access to
protect the land along the cor- Maine's land and water
ridor is split between the Land resources or continued quality
for Maine's Future board and and availability of natural
the Maine Outdoor Heritage resources important to the
Fund, the Nature Conservancy, interests and continued herMaine people,"
Maine Audubon, Maine Inland itage .of
and
Wildlife according to the LMF Web
Fisheries
Department, as well as private site.
The proposed corridor
donations and federal grants,"
By Nathan Schlingmann
For The Maine Campus

through the Orono area would
use up the last of the state's
funding for Land for Maine's
Future. A new grant allocation
is currently being proposed for
LMF in the Maine legislature.
"This conservation-recreation corridor will act to protect the water quality in
Pushaw Lake and the endangered and threatened species in
the bogs," Jacobs said. "It will
provide trails connecting
Bangor, Veazie, Orono, Old
Town, Alton and Hudson. It
will provide for all of the traditional Maine outdoor activities."
In 1986, the Orono Land
Trust was incorporated as a
non-profit organization with
the mission of preserving

Orono's trail system for public
use and integrating it into any
plans for town development.
The trail system was envisioned as public greenways,
connecting larger parcels of
public land that would give
walkers and skiers a feeling of
"getting away from it all,"
Jacobs said, and yet be accessible within a 10-minute walk
from most houses in Orono.
The corridor will provide
much more than land preservation, Jacobs said. The corridor
is expected to contribute to
quality of life in the area, she
said..
"One remarkable aspect of
the corridor is it's large
enough to give a feeling of
wildness right in our back

yard," Jacobs said. "If the
Orono Bog Boardwalk, the
Bangor City Forest and the
Orono Land Trust Trails are
any indication, the preservation of the corridor will help
the economy, our health and
our spirits, as well as the
wildlife."
The developers of the corridor hope to add much to the
campus community, as well.
The corridor will protect much
of the land that is already used
cross country skiing,
for
mountain biking, and other
activities from commercial or
residential development.
"It will offer people the
opportunity to walk or bike
from their doorsteps or close
to it," Jacobs said.

Black Her-story

Bangor area
Buddhists to
hold day of
mindfulness
Jenna Merchant
For The Maine Campus
Quiet is not something
heard very often in a world of
rumbling traffic and 24-hour
news networks. But the
Unitarian Universalist Church
in Bangor will be saturated
with silence on Saturday.
Stillwater Sangha, a Buddhist
meditation group, is holding a
day of mindfulness on Feb. 21
open to the public.
"It's really an opportunity
for people to experience peace
said
and
community,"
University of Maine professor
Tina Passman, a member of
Stillwater Sangha. "The purpose of mindfulness is to slow
everything down."
The day will begin at 9 a.m.
and will include a vegetarian
lunch and talks by members of
the Buddhist community,
mostly focusing on meditation.
An important point behind
the meditation is to realize the
connection one has with the
earth, according to Passman.
"[Mediation helps us] be
mindful and aware that we're
on the earth, and reminds us to
hold the earth as a sacred joy
to encounter," Passman said.
Another member of the
group, Karen Tolstrup, said
the day would be of great
value to students willing to
attend.
"There is an incredible
amount of dialogue going on
in our minds," Tolstrup said.
"When you're a student, anything that helps you focus
your mind and helps it not be
so scattered is a good thing."
Those who attend will take
a vow of silence until 4 p.m.
See BUDDHISTS on page

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLE,

Biographer Barbara Ransby hosts a talk titled "Ella Baker and the Writing of Black Feminist Biography: A
Conversation Between Sisters Living and Dead." Ransby is an associate professor of African-American Studies and
History at the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Minor busted for possession of alcohol
• One man was summoned
for possesion of alcohol by a
minor and another was referred
to Judicial Affairs for illegal
transportation Friday. An officer on foot patrol near the south
corner of Penobscot Hall
noticed a red Dodge Neon in
the circle in front of the main
entrance at 12:30 a.m. The officer saw a male get out of the
passenger seat, carrying a 30pack of beer. When the male
saw the officer, he immediately
got back in the vehicle. The
Neon started moving slowly
forward, leaving the circle. The
officer intervened and stood in
front of the vehicle, flashing
his light at the driver and
telling him to stop. The officer
identified the passenger who
removed the beer, Travis Snell,
20, of Orono, and the driver.
Snell was summoned for possession of alcohol by a minor.
The driver, a 19-year-old student, was referred to Judicial

College Avenue. The driver
was identified as Matthew
Austin, 30, of Orono. A check
of Austin's license revealed
By Ernest Scheyder
that it was under suspension.
Austin was issued a summons
Staff Writer
for operating after suspension.
The vehicle was towed to the
owner's residence.
vehicle.
the
of
search
Affairs for illegal transporta- for a
center
locked
Shaw opened a
tion of alcohol.
• Officers responded to a
console for the officer. Inside
of a male in need of
report
bag
• One man was summoned was a clear, empty plastic
attention in a firstmedical
glass
for possession of drug para- next to a multicolored
bathroom in a dormen's
floor
phernalia after a search of his pipe. The officer located eviresident
assistant disA
vehicle in the York lot Friday. dence of burnt marijuana on the mitory.
in the
resident
the
An officer on foot patrol out- pipe. Shaw was summoned for covered
leaning
against
the
side York Hall heard • loud possession of drug parapherna- bathroom
12:30
a.m.
wall at about
music coming from the York lia.
University
Saturday. The
parking lot at 1:20 a.m. Upon
• An Orono man was issued Volunteer Ambulance Corps
entering the lot, the officer
for operating after arrived on the scene and detersummons
coma
determined the music was
Friday at 12:42 mined the individual would not
on
suspension
ing from a small truck with its
driving south need to be transported to a hosofficer
An
a.m.
engine running. The officer saw
passed an pital. A search of the resident's
Road
two people and numerous cans on Munson
noticed room revealed two cans of
and
vehicle
of alcohol inside the vehicle. oncoming
a tail- Milwaukee's Best beer. The
missing
was
The driver, Travis Shaw, 18, of the vehicle
resident was referred to
around
turned
officer
Orono, said the cans were light. The
on
Judicial Affairs.
vehicle
empty and granted permission and intercepted the
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Professor vows to strengthen
UM if elected to state Senate
By Nathan Schlingmann
For The Maine Campus
A candidate for the Maine
Legislature was invited to speak
at the 979th meeting of the
General Student Senate. A professor of quaternary biology, Dr.
George L. Jacobson Jr. hopes to
assume the seat of current Sen.
Mary Cathcart(D - Orono).
"Sen. Mary Cathcart is in her
last term and she has been very
important and a chair of the
Appropriations
Committee,"
Jacobson said. "She and a number of other senators encouraged
me to run for the legislative seat
that she is vacating. After thinking about it and talking to people
across the state, I decided to go
for it and make a run."
Jacobson said one of his
biggest goals is to improve the
Unversity of Maine.
"I want to build the University
of Maine stronger and stronger. I
can't emphasize that enough. I'm
sure you're all aware of developing a new intellectually based
economy. We're going to do that
here with this institution," he
said.
At the end of his speech,
Jacobson answered questions
from members of the Senate,
including GSS President Justin
Brown.
"How did you get the drive

and where did you get the
courage to run for office? How
did you get interested in it, and
do you have any advice for us
as future leaders?" Brown
asked.
"I've always been interested
in politics but I never imagined
that I'd run for anything,"
Jacobson said. "A time came in
the early '90s when things were
going so poorly for the university
we had no support externally.
Our own leadership wasn't doing
anything. I just got so frustrated,"
Jacobson said. "Once we started
going out and talking to clubs
and meeting with legislators I
could tell that it was going to
work."
Jacobson also said people
reacted positively to studies
showing how investing in higher
education led to eventual returns,
something that may not be
brought to light after Cathcart
leaves, he said.
"There is not anyone [in the
Legislature] right now who
understands what it means to
invest," he said. "My one question was whether or not Sen.
Cathcart and others thought I
could be a significant force to
make these advances for the university. I have enormous respect
for everyone else who's ever run
for office. It takes a lot of
courage"

Cortlynn Hepler, student body
president, brought up in his executive report a reserved textbook
program he is trying to put into
action at the university.
"When professors use a text
for their class, the company usually sends them a free one for
their use. A professor would only
have to ask to get two and the
library could keep an extra on
reserve," Hepler said.
He is waiting to get cooperation from professors to put the
plan into action.
Former student body president
Matthew Rodrigue came to
Tuesday's meeting to assist in
organizing next year's legal
services budget.
"There have been a couple of
questions that have come up concerning the legal services bid. My
committee is more than happy to
meet with anyone to discuss the
issue," Rodrigue said. "Currently
we spend $100,000 a year and
we're looking to spend about
$30,000 to $40,000."
The university will decide
how it is going to implement new
legal counsel before June of this
year.
The Student Heritage Alliance
Center received $1352 from
unallocated funds. The group will
travel to Boston over Spring
Break and work on leadership
skills.

Residents urged to use more caution in
dormitories following trespass in Knox
that Davidson was found only in
Knox Hall and at Wallace Pool,
was here kind of made me more Detective Chris Gardner said.
alert," Eremita said.
However, he said he would not be
Eremita said it made her nerv- surprised if Davidson had been in
ous that Davidson was in the other residence halls.
building for several days before
Chandler encourages residents
anyone noticed or reported it to to take control by telling people
Public Safety.
outside to use their own
Several people on Eremita's MaineCards, because residents
floor in Knox Hall said they were have the right to be in a secure and
upset about the situation, and were safe building, he said.
scared to go to the bathroom at
"The doors are locked for a reanight.
son. We have limited access for a
"At first it was such a shock, reason — to give students the
but then it kind of made sense sense of security and the resources
because everyone just lets every- to keep themselves safe," Smith
one into the building," Eremita said.
said."Even I've done it when they
If a person looks suspicious
look at you like,'Oh, let me in. I residents should call Public Safety,
forgot my MaineCard."
Chandler said. Students can also
"I think that's really hard, ask for a personal safety course to
because, fortunately, we live in a be presented by Public Safety in
community where we feel safe and their residence halls to improve
we want to be cordial and friend- awareness of how to deal with a
ly," Smith said.
variety of potentially dangerous
Chandler said that is exactly the situations.
problem.
"If somebody looks out of
"[Davidson' could have done place, call us. As with many other
some real harm to resident stu- things,you simply can't tell just by
dents. As far as we can tell he did- looking though," Chandler said.
n't, but he had all the potential to
Eremita said she intends to take
do that," Chandler said."Frankly,I more precautions as a result of the
don't think there's an appreciation incident,such as not letting people
for that by our resident students."
into the hall that she does not
It wa.s reported to Public Safety know.
From TRESPASS on page 1

"This isn't going to deter me
from going to shower at night or
anything,but it will make me more
cautious," Eremita said. "I feel
pretty safe in my dorm."
Eremita said she wished the
incident had been discussed
more among the residents in the
hall. Her resident assistant told
her there was an urgent meeting
several days after the incident
that Eremita could not attend,
Eremita said. Other residents,
including those who attended
that meeting, said they wished
more information had been provided about the specifics of the
case, she said.
"I talked to a lot of people on
my floor and I talked to people
who did go to the meeting, and
they really didn't quite understand
the whole thing," Emerita said.
"They just felt like they were left
in the dark a lot maybe."
Resident assistants were not
sure what information they were
permitted to disclose, Eremita
said. Knox Hall's resident director
and resident assistants were
unavailable for comment.
"If the residents take an interest
in where they live and who is
there, they should have a good
expectation of living in a safe
environment," Chandler said.
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WORD
of mouth
Do you think Bananas the
mascot needs a makeover?

"I think he could be
spruced up a bit; his fur
is matted, he's showing
his age."
Katelyn Urgese
Second-year, elementary education

"Definitely needs a
makeover; he's getting
old."
Chris Leach
Third-year, mechanical engineering

"I think he's cute the way
he is."
Heather Swanson
Fourth-year, political science

"No, I think he's cute."
Kathryn Goldsmith
Second-year, international
affairs

"Yes, he needs a
makeover and longer
hair."
Matt Rolleston
Second-year, pre-veteranary

Thursday, February 19, 2004
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O'Brien proposes paying senators
From O'BRIEN on page 1
"Salary or pay should be
based on value and what you
do. I find it hard to believe we
value our senators as much as
a state representative," he
said.
O'Brien pointed to the
Student
salaries
of
Government executives at
other schools, including the
University of New Hampshire,
where executives make $1,600
a year, he said.
"Something is wrong when
the [executives] of the flagship
university next to us are getting $1,600," O'Brien said. "I
think [executives] really want
to hold on to the salaries they
have."
O'Brien said he isn't alone
in supporting paying every
member of the student senate,
but it's the matter of how to go
about it that is problematic.
"Every senator I have spoken to so far has agreed they'd
like to be paid — after that, it
breaks down," O'Brien said.
One of the biggest issues is
where the money to pay every
senator would come from.
O'Brien is quick to stress that
the money could come from
the Student Government budget.
No senator would be in
CAMPUS PHOTO • SARAH BIGNEY

ALL EARS — Student senator Dan O'Brien listens to discussion at Tuesday night's meeting of the General Student Senate. O'Brien will present his ideas for reform at an executive session of GSS next Tuesday.
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Caribbean Theme Night!
Performance by: The
Art of Black Music, Inc.
(of Boston, MA)
Friday, Feb. 20, 2004
6 - 8:30 p.m., Wells Commons
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$8 faculty, staff, community;
$4 children and young adults
FREE FOR
UMaine STUDENTS with I.D.
*Cash Bar
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Tickets can be purchased in the Deans
of Students Office, 3rd floor, Memorial
Union, from Black Student Union and
at the door. For more info, call
Multicultural Programs at 581-1425

support of taking it from student funds, Bumstock, anywhere," O'Brien said. "The
only place we would take it
from is our own budget."
The money could be
obtained from consolidating
positions, pay cuts and lowering the office budget itself,
O'Brien said.
By
paying
senators,
O'Brien said he believes senators would be expected to have
increased responsibility for
being involved with the students they represent.
"We're on the verge of really not even having a working
senate," O'Brien said of the
high rate of turnover the
Senate experiences now.
Because of this turnover,
it's hard for new senators to
know the student organizations they serve because they
weren't present for other times
the group has approached the
Senate to ask for funding or
resources, he said. The ultimate goal, O'Brien said,
would be to request that senators stay on for at least a year.
"We don't have to know
everything about [student
organizations], but it would be
nice if we knew something
about them," O'Brien said.
As far as how much to pay
senators, O'Brien said a figure
of $500 each semester has
been considered.
"It's really not that much.
Certainly you're not going to
go into Senate and get rich,"
O'Brien said. "It's still practi-

cally volunteer work anyhow."
To ensure senators are
involved with the students
they represent, O'Brien said
paid senators could be
required to attend student
organization meetings and
Student Government-sponsored events to see what the
money they allocate is actually
used for. Senators could also
be required to hold office
hours so there is always someone from Student Government
available, he said.
Another goal is to shift the
focus from the executives to
the senators themselves,
O'Brien said.
"The way it is now,the senators are the ones who aren't
informed, but they're the ones
with all the power. The executives know about the groups,
but they have no power to
vote," O'Brien said."By paying senators, we can redistribute the balance of power in the

"We're on the
verge of
really not even
having a
working senate"
company."

If student senators were
paid, O'Brien said there would
have to be a cap on how many
senators could serve in
Student Government.
"As of now, there are 35
spots, and we've never come
close to that. I personally think
15 is a good number, but I'm in
the minority on that," O'Brien
said. Most senators he has talked
to feel 20 to 25 senators would
be a good number,O'Brien said.
"There's a lot of obstacles
to overcome [before senators
are paid]," O'Brien said,
adding that the process will be
gradual. In order for his goals
to become reality, O'Brien
said the senators need to work
together and the executives
have to support the change.
"All the executives are
opposed for obvious financial
reasons," O'Brien said.
Although he hasn't worked
out all the details, O'Brien
said if senators are paid, they
would be elected in the same
way they are now — by the
students. Once hired, senators
would be given job descriptions, including required tasks
such as writing resolutions and
getting involved around campus to build a relationship with
the student organizations they
represent, he said.
As for the executives,
O'Brien said he hopes to make
them more like managers,
instead of resolution writers
who run the company.
"They're basically trying to
do it all," O'Brien said.
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Saving you cash for Spring Break, that's what we're for,

FREE Unlimited Incoming Calls
•1000 Local Anytime Minutes for just $39.95/mo
• Includes Nationwide Long Distance
• Free Roadside Assistance for 1 month*

—

31

Ask about
• 7pm

Nights & Weekends

U.S.Cellular
1-888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM

•I month free trial
lable to new Roadside Assistance subscribers only. First month tree, $2.95 a month thereafter Must call to cancel. Other restrictions apply. Airtime promotion available on plans $40 and higher with a 2 year customer service agreement Customer is responsible for
all sales takts. Offers may expire it you change your calling plan. Free unlimited rooming calls apply only to calls rewind while within your local calling area. Roaming charges. fees. surcharges and (MOS MaY aPply: including a Federal and Other Regulatory Fee charge of $.55.
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TurnItIn.com sparks debate on academic honesty
From PLAGIARISM on page 1
dent work after undergoing some
editing, said John Bell, a sixthyear new media major.
"The content, which is being
bought and sold,is owned by neither the university nor TuniltIn. It
is owned by the student who created it," Bell said. "The student
does not have any say in this
process,and does not receive any
compensation for the sale of their
work."
"This tool does protect students' rights," said Andrei
Strukov, instructional technologies development specialist at the
faculty development center.
Because the papers are saved in
the database, Tuniffin prevents
other individuals from benefiting
from a student's paper in the
event that the paper was taken
without their consent, he said.
For example: A student writes
a paper and submits it to his professor for grading. The work is
then downloaded to the TurnItIn
database by the professor and
saved. If a roommate or another
student steals the original paper
from the author and submits it to
a teacher who uses the TurnItIn

program,the professor is notified
that the paper has already been
saved under the real author's
name,Strukov said.

sion of how you should behave
and, provide students with the
responsibility, academic dishonesty will continue."
TuniltIn would be useful in
instances where plagiarism is
suspected,Slavin said. However,
some discussion is needed
because of intellectual and property issues, he said.
When a student submits the
work to a teacher for a grade, the
COURTESY • TURNITIN.COM
professor is seeking to evaluate
There are no regulations about not only the quality, but also the
how instructors can or should use integrity of the work, Strukov
the program. Professors are not said. Instructors are expected to
required to indicate in their syl- use the technological means
labus or otherwise notify students available to do so, he said.
that TuniItIn is being used,
Jack Wilson, an associate proStnikov said. No policy exists fessor of English, has been using
that addresses students who may TurnItIn and has already caught
not want their work submitted to one student plagiarizing, he said.
He instructed the students at the
the site, he said.
Another concern with the pro- beginning of the semester that he
gram is that its use sends a nega- would use the tool, and randomtive message to students.
ly chose essays to upload to the
"If we are going in to check site, in addition to suspicious
these things, we are going in with essays. The student who was
a negative rather than a positive caught had plagiarized 24 permanner," said Charlie Slavin, cent of the essay, and received a
director of the Honors College."I zero for the assignment, Wilson
favor the institution of an honors said.
code. Unless you raise the discus"I got the student to agree that

TuniltIn was right, that he had
indeed plagiarized, and then outlined the consequences for him,"
Wilson said. "When I sign a
grade sheet, I am saying that this
student has done honest work."
Some hope that TurnItIn's use
will promote honesty among students.
"I think that having a tool like
this is going to encourage students to be more honest and careful of what they write," said Sean
Holshouser, a second-year
mechanical engineering major.
"It's one of those things that if
they-tell you [that they are going
to use it] in the prerequisites,then
you have the right not to take the
class."
"I think there is a place for it
because it's a good service, but
there needs to be a policy on it,
and right now there isn't one,"
said Justin Russell, a third-year
new media major.
TuniltIn, which has been
available for use for the past two
months at UMaine, will be integrated into the WEBCT program
this summer. This way, users can
upload papers directly to
WEBCT and check them with

TurnItIn, making the plagiarism
service easier to use, said
Strukov.
About 50 user accounts have
been created for faculty members
since January. The number of
accounts students have created is
unknown, but the numbers are
growing, according to Strukov.
In 2002 and 2003,12 allegations of plagiarism were reported
to Judicial Affairs each year.
Since January, one plagiarism
case has been reported to Judicial
Affairs. None of the cases have
been a result of TuniItIn, according to David Fiacco, director of
Judicial Affairs. Judicial Affairs
does not expect to see many
additional cases as a result of
TurnItIn until the end of the,
semester, when students typically submit their papers, Fiacco
said.
Currently, there are three
methods for instructors to use
TurnItIn. First, they can require
students to upload papers to a
class folder on TurnItIn. Second,
the instructor can upload all electronically submitted papers.
Lastly, the instructor could
upload only suspicious papers.

Buddhists to gather in Bangor for day of meditation
lion will be practiced at the
event, which are-sitting and
Even lunch will be eaten with- walking, Passman said.
out conversation.
"Sitting meditation allows
"We're going to have a you to go very deeply inside
mindful lunch," Tolstrup said. yourself," Passman
said.
"We'll eat silently, pay atten- "People can sit in the sanctution to what we're eating, and ary, on pews or cushions and
actually notice things."
meditate-. During walking
Two main types of medita- meditation, you concentrate on

From BUDDHISTS on page 3
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Walking meditation is a way

to be mindful of one's contact
with the earth, according to
Passman.
Theodate Lawlor, a member
who helped organize the event,
said the most important aspect
of the day will be meditating
with other people.

-The biggest thing is the

between the participant,.

ex peritoftlwaf praetieing mind...4/People.widi be able to Ice'
,

fulness in a group," Lawlor
said. "Each person's experience is what will help them
grow in their spiritual path."
Although words will not
pass between people who
attend, Lawlor said there is a
powerful connection made

the joy of silence and a connectiveness you can feel without talking," Lawlor said.
The Unitarian Universalist
Church is located at 120 Park
St. in Bangor. There is no
charge to attend the event, but
donations are welcomed.

ATTENTION STUDENT GOVERNMENT BOARD,
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION,COMMITTEE &
CLUB MEMBERS
Budget packets for the 2004-2005 fiscal year will be available starting
Monday,February 9, 2004 in the Student Government Financial Affairs
Office(FAO), Room 152, on the ground floor ofthe Memorial Union during
regular office hours. These packets can be obtained on a daily basis through
the deadline date of March 26, 2004. Your organization may have been
assigned a mailbox in the Memorial Union and budget packets will
automatically be placed in those mailboxes. Mailboxes may be found in the
Wade Center for Student Leadership(WCforSL)tall mailbox unit against
the wall, for those organizations that have a cubicle there or WCforSL short
mailbox unit under the window of the FAO office, for those organizations
that do not have office space in the Memorial Union.
There has been a change and the only organizations that need an appointment scheduled with the VPFA are Board and Community Association
representatives. A list of appointment times will be available in the FAO for
those organizations.
Requirements: Your club must be considered active, attained final
approval status and the president and treasurer must be undergraduate
students. (To check your status, please come to the FAO as soon as
possible.)
Deadline: Completed forms must be submitted to the FAO by Friday,
March 26, 2004.
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Open up the
doors, GSS
Next Tuesday at a session of the
executive committee of the General
Student Senate, Sen. Dan O'Brien
plans to present his ideas for reform
within GSS.
O'Brien, a longtime member of
the organization, says his primary
goals include lower wages for executives and increased accountability
to the student body. Currently,some
members of the executive committee make comparatively large
salaries while student senators work
for free. O'Brien would like to see a
more equal distribution of funds,
coupled with more required tasks
for members of GSS to complete.
These are certainly worthy opinions
— but will they be heard?
Tuesday's meeting, as of press
time, is scheduled as closed —
meaning students and media will
not be allowed to attend.
Traditionally, one of the biggest
problems with the Student Senate,
vis-à-vis the student body, has been
general accessibility and visibility.
While The Maine Campus certainly
does not advocate the executive
board opening all of its sessions to
the public,on a matter of such obvious importance, we feel GSS would
do its constituents a great service by
throwing open its doors — if only
for one afternoon.

TumItIn.com
lacks code
In recent weeks, a certain level
of controversy at the University of
Maine has revolved around the
computer program TumIan, which
can be used by professors to monitor the originality of students' work.
While The Maine Campus stands
by the stated aim of the software —
to promote an honest and open academic environment — we feel
UMaine could do better by its students by both opening avenues of
discussion on the program and by
issuing a statement with formal
guidelines for use. As it stands now,
the UM community is clearly confused about submission, copyright
and students' rights as they pertain
to the software. It is up to the administration to clear the confusion up.
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History sheds light
MIKE

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

chances of breast cancer, and psychological disturbances, not to
mention killing her baby,saves the
mother.
I have to disagree with you
about "forcing your own set of
commandments on other people
and putting a ban on abortion is
playing God, too." Somehow, I
have to believe that to support a
mother to deliver a baby to term is
cooperating with God,while taking

direct action to terminate a life is
not cooperating with God.We have
laws in society that are meant to
protect people. An anti-abortion
law is of the same nature. Pro-lifers
believe in choice, but this choice
begins at the act of intercourse, not
after human life begins. You can't
have your cake and eat it too.Every
action in life has consequences. I
have further news for you. Many

After briefly examining the
long line of presidential candidates, the Democratic party
appears to have found its mate.
Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry
has become increasingly popular
among liberal democrats, winning
all but two of the primaries.
Kerry loves being pampered by
liberals,especially after taunting our
President. He also loves to stand
firm to proclaim his well-polished
history, the base of his campaign
platform.
Soon the Polish will wear off,the
stink will still linger, and the
Democratic party will be as confused as it was when Howard Dean
self-destructed in Iowa.The reason?
Kerry has a very sketchy background and is extremely vulnerable
on a number of issues.
Although most people do not
even question Kerry's heroism during Vietnam, they must closely
examine his reckless actions and
stupendous policies he supported
after the war during his senate campaign in the 1980s.
Kerry tells President Bush to
"Bring it on" when it comes to
national defense and foreign policy,
but how much of this is an act?
Kerry's true record shows that he is
very soft on defense and has taken
very dangerous positions on foreign
policy. On record during his senate
campaign, Kerry said the United
Nations should have full control
over all ofour foreign military operations. He said,"I'm an internationalist. I'd like to see our troops dispersed through the world only at the
directive of the United Nations."
When questioned about his views
on other national security issues,
Kerry said that he wanted "to almost
eliminate CIA activity."
Kerry's explanation for these
comments was that "it was a different time." Yes, it was a different
time — when the Soviet Union
threatened the United States with a
massive nuclear arsenal. With this
kind of threat, Kerry was willing to

See LETTERS page 9

See KERRY page 9
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Checking for whiteness
A rational defense for affirmative action
A student group at Roger
Williams University in Rhode
Island has set up a new scholarship
... for whites only. This action, so
says the university's college
Republican group, who is the driving force behind the scholarship, is
protesting affirmative action across
the country. Another ingenious idea
from a group of power hungry, hiding-in-the-guise-of-logic college
Republicans? We will see.
According to CNN.com, the
scholarship's application requires
students to submit an essay on the
topic of"why you are proud of your
white heritage." You can put down
the paper now and scream your
expletive,just as I did after discovering the scholarship's written
requirement. It doesn't stop there,
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OPINION EDITOR
folks. How could a group of 20something conservatives make sure
that every student who was applying for the scholarship was truly
white? Pictures don't lie.The ingenious idea of making people include
a picture to "prove their whiteness"
was settled upon.
College Republicans at Roger
Williams University admit that the
scholarship is designed to parody
minority scholarships. While that
statement gets them out of the boil-

ing water,they're still on deck.The
creation of the scholarship at Roger
Williams University is yet another
oversimplification of a much larger
problem that a group of college
Republicans is not equipped to
socially deal with — let alone likely to understand. Despite what you
think, scholarships that are targeted at people of something
other than Caucasian descent
have a large weight and applicability in our society. Certainly at
such a homogeneously white
campus such as the University of
Maine, it is hard to understand
what is like to attend class on a
truly diverse campus. But step
outside of your skin for a minute,
and take a walk down the corn-

See RACE page 9

Letters to the Editor
'In response to Skilling
Aaron Slcilling criticized Terry
Hughes in his column on Feb. 16,
but my approach is totally different
from his. I fail to see how abortion
saves two lives, mother and child.
The object of an abortion is a dead
baby. Not much saved in that, is
there? Just put yourself in the
baby's place. Would you like to be
one of them? As for the mother, I
fail to see how increasing her
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Race
dor of social inequality with me.
As a whole, whites are given a
greater number of educational and
social opportunities than minorities.
Certainly there are places in this
country where a large number of
whites were not being given a great
deal of opportunities versus a group
of minorities in a similar area.There
are always exceptions to the rule.
The hardest thing for opponents of
affirmative action to grasp, however,is that everyone does not start off
at the same educational, financial
and social level.In certain areas,different groups of people are looked
over and shortchanged. It's a fact.
Affirmative action hopes to change
that trend, while politicians and
activists hem and haw over the legal
quandary ofactually addressing secondary and higher education opportunities in this country. Affirmative
action — popularly focused around
higher education — does a great
number of things in this country for
men and women in the work force.
It's not always about skin color.
• It's also important to point out
that opponents of affirmative
action are never bitching and
moaning about athletes who are
certainly shortchanging your
average
college
applicant.
Allowing someone unfair access
to a university simply because
they are gifted in sports is a much
more disturbing trend than a positive program like affirmative
action, but you rarely hear conservatives jumping all over these
ethics. If people who truly had a
problem with affirmative action
would speak up, I would love to
hear what they think about athletic-based scholarships.
I've got the feeling that some
conservatives feel like minoritybased scholarships are implying that
being white is easier than,for exam-

Kerry
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from page 8
pie, being black. This is not true.
Poverty, unemployment, prejudice
and a lack of job opportunity
appears on both sides of the majority-minority fence. These social
problems are most noticeable and
creating a trend, however, on one
particular side of that fence. That's
where politicians and social groups
should be focusing their energy.
I don't think minority scholarships are a problem and I certainly don't think they're hurting anyone in the University of Maine
System — let alone the state.
What I do think is that the rest of
country can benefit from minority-based scholarships. A great deal
of minority students in secondary
education are not presented with
the same quality and number of
opportunities as white students. I
am not saying that as a rule of
thumb but as a general trend.
There are all types of scholarships
out there: race-based,• religionbased and community-based to
name a few.For a group of college
Republicans to equate one scholarship with a distorted perspective
simply because they feel slighted
is borderline bigotry.
It's important to remember
that affirmative action is attempting to remedy the historical lack
of minorities in higher education.
Minority-based scholarships are
there to reward hard-working,
average students just like yourself. If the college Republicans at
Roger Williams University want
to make a statement by assuming
that their "whites-only scholarship" will put a dent in the much
larger problem of minorities in
higher education in this country,
fine. They'll look all the more
stupid while they're doing it.
Marshall Dury is a senior
English major.

from page 8

put all ofour security in the hands of voted against giving our troops and
the United Nations. To top it all off, the helpless Iraqi people the aid they
he was in strong opposition to so desperately needed. Kerry said
Ronald Reagan's military buildup, he voted against the aid because he
and wanted to cut $50 billion from
was sending our President a mesthe Pentagon's budget.
sage about his frustration with
Kerry was obviously con- White House policies. Instead of
fused about national defense sending aid the troops,Kerry turned
before he became a senator. He his back on them over politics.
claims, however, to have devel- Almost sounds like the old Kerry
oped more sensible positions that after coming back from Vietnam.
evolved during his time in the
Upon his return from Vietnam,
U.S. Senate. However,his voting Kerry paraded around with comrecord shows that his positions munists, threw somebody else's
are about as rational as they were honorary medals over the gates to
20 years ago.
the White House claiming them to
During the Gulf War when Iraq
be his own, disrespected the U.S.
invaded Kuwait, he was in com- flag, testified against his fellow
plete opposition to the war. At the
American soldiers, and led an
time, Kerry said we should have anti-war movement that was notogiven the U.N. sanctions more rious for disrespecting American
time. In complete contrast to his soldiers.
political inclination several years
Democrats ramble about Kerry's
earlier, Kerry voted for Operation
heroism, while they make absurd
Iraqi Freedom in 2003. Then he accusations about President Bush's
later retracted himself saying that
war record. This is what we call
he voted not to actually use force, hypocrisy. After all, when Bill
but to threaten to use force. The Clinton was suspected of dodging
typical liberal: always threatening the draft, Kerry said, "We do not
and never doing a damn thing need to divide America over who
about it. That's what got us in the served and how."
mess we were in.
Michael Servis is a freshman
To make matters worse, Keny political science major.

Speak out on parking
If you've got a voice, we want to hear it loud and clear
If you have a car on campus and
you're a University of Maine student, you've undoubtedly uttered a
phrase cursing UMaine parking
services. It seems like wherever
you are they'll be two steps behind
you. The second you're even considering parking illegally, you see
one of those distinctive maroon
GMCs creeping around the parking
lot. They're just waiting for you to
get out of your car and give you a
$25 ticket, deeply hurting your
chances to pick up that 30-rack
you've been dying for since you
passed out Saturday night. This
begs the question: Don't they have
anything better to do?
Whenever I talk to anyone on
campus, the last thing I expect to
hear is someone saying "Parking
services has always treated me fairly." I rank this statement right up
there with "The Patriots defense
just can't hold." The Super Bowl's
another story, but whatever. They
won. Shut up.
Here's a hypothetical situation:
You walk back from class and
you've got a ticket. After you stop
swearing, you look more closely at
the ticket and see you can have a
hearing with parking services. A
chance to get that beer money back.

Letters
(though not all pro-lifers) do not
believe in contraception either, and
I am one of them .In his autobiography,Ghandi says that twice in his
life he was influenced by the propaganda of artificial means of contraception in conjugal life.
However, he arrived at the conviction that "one must act primarily
through interior force, in the mastery of oneself, that is through self
control." There, is quoting Ghandi
more of your liking? Do you
believe in choice? Why do you
want to limit my choice of who to
quote and what size audiences to
bring this message to? Also, if you
think my beautiful picture of an "8week-old fetus" is offensive,then I
cannot help you. You do make one
valid suggestion about distributing
information. We badly need a prolife student organization on campus
to help educate students.
Jean Barry
Secondary science education
major
'From the horse's mouth
I am the designer of the "genital
poster," co-director and co-producer
of this year's "Vagina Monologues,"
co-chair of the Student Women's
Association,a senior women's studies major,a proud feminist and most
importantly, a woman. Just in case
you were wondering,I like the feeling of shaved legs and 1 love men.I
detest misogyny,though. It is disappointing that our poster — not our
event — elicited so much criticism.
Marshall Duly claims that the
event was promoted with the "exact
object that plagues" women.I don't
feel that my genitalia is "plaguing"
my cause. Rather, I think it's the

MARK
HASKELL
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Sign me up.
As you're waiting for the
appointment, you see the chiefs
door closed. He's probably in there,
just being as understanding as possible to every individual student's
situation. Five minutes later the girl
comes out,crying,embarrassed and
defeated."Next," says the secretary.
She's not fazed. She sees this all the
time.
What you're actually doing
when you go in there for your
"hearing" is just telling your side of
the story. You've rehearsed it.
You're ready. For crying out loud,
your beer money's on the line here,
people. After some stuttering and
slip-ups, you finish. You think
you're going to get this blemish
wiped off your record. You're a
fool.
"Policy this and demographic
that," he says. "And by the way
there's plenty of parking down by
Lambda Chi."
The way I see it, there's no
chance in hell of getting any sym-

pathy from these people.They may
as well be on the payroll from Satan
himself. So next time you go in
there,don't just plan out your story.
When they tell you they "can't help
you," let them have it. Get your $25
worth of yelling and ripping into
this guy because obviously patience
and understanding has gotten you
nowhere at this point.If you want to
get under his skin a little, refer to
yourself as the number on your
parking permit. They love that.
Does anything positive ever
come out of this for us students?
No, it's just another blow by the
university,proving that they can put
the screws to us anytime they want.
I propose that if anyone out
there has had a positive experience with parking services,
please e-mail Marshall Dury —
opinion editor for The Maine
Campus, on FirstClass and tell
him about it. This way not only
will we know what excuses are
acceptable or unacceptable to
parking services, but we will
know if we, the students, are
overreacting, or if we actually do
have a proverbial dictator right
here on campus.
Mark Haskell is a senior mass
communications major.

from page 8
notion that my genitalia is offensive gests that "Together, we can
that I find "plaguing." Interestingly, stamp out prejudice." Will someall of the complaints, harassment one please tell me what the hell is
and threatening e-mails came from going on here? Since when is verstraight men. Perhaps our college bally identifying a person by an
education should help us question obvious trait prejudicial?
why this is so,given all of the inapIf I'm trying to point out a person
propriate images that are accepted in a crowd to a friend,and that perin our culture.
son happens to be black,am I racist
How many of the men offended for saying "that black guy?"
by an artistic representation of the
This all boils down to more of
vulva do you think own pornography, the "Celebrate diversity, but don't
tucked under their hells or hidden in point out our differences" attitude
their video collections? Perhaps the that pervades our campus, and we
poster offended them because,it was haven't even gotten to the best part.
not geared toward male pleasure?
The quote featured in the ad in
Indeed, it had nothing to do with question is a compliment.Again,let
men. To all of those who feel the me'address the creator of the ad: Do
need to tell me what it means to be
you mean to tell me that you equate
marginalized by gender, try living complimenting a foreign classmate
in a society that shrouds your biolo- on his smarts with uttering a racial
gy. The ignorance and lack of slur?
empathy disheartens me.
I can only assume and hope
Although I knew better, I did that the ad originally meant to
not foresee all of this and did not insinuate that the person quoted
intend such controversy. To all my was surprised that a Mexican was
fellow sisters who gave nothing but smart. That would be understandan outpouring of love, who felt ably prejudicial,and it might even
empowered, not oppressed, you're have been possible to make an
certainly welcome. If I were to be effective point about a situation
given the chance to do the poster like that. But did anyone else do a
again, I would do so without hesi- double-take when they saw it?
tation.
Whether intentional or not, stateDanielle Torre
ments like the one made in this ad
Senior women's studies major are contributing to the woefully
mixed message that so-called
"diversity"
programs try to com'The price of being P.C.
municate, as well as to the politiI'd like to slap or at least casucally correct overkill we've been
ally scowl at whomever is
choking on for the past decade.
responsible for the freedomcenMaybe it's just me, but I think
ter.org ad on page 15 of Monday's
someone should be taking a closer
issue of The Maine Campus. The
ad features a large string of text: look at these sort of things before
they make it to print.
"That Mexican guy is pretty
Benjamin Pottle
smart," and the word Mexican is
Sophomor
e management
crossed out. Below,a snippet suginformation systems major
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Style
What's the Catch-22?

SEX WITH JERSEY

Bigger is
Young ska-lovers stay up past their bedtimes
better?
By Matt Kearney
For The Maine Campus

The New Jersey-based ska/
punk band, Catch-22, visited
Ushuaia Tuesday night as part
of its Dinosaur Sounds tour.
The band performed a highenergy and catchy set, and was
able to feed off the enthusiastic (although very young)
crowd. The band played for the
better part of an hour, and the
show also featured four opening acts.
Standing in line, waiting for
the doors to open, I noticed
that at 21, I was close to being
the oldest person there. It
would be no exaggeration to
guess the average age of the
audience to be 16 or 17; there
were even some junior high
students in attendance.
While it was annoying that
most of the members of the
audience were probably up
past their bedtime, on the plus
side it gave the 21-plus raised
section a definite VIP-room
feeling, seeing as how there
were at the most 15 people in
it.
The only other complaint of
the night — other than a couple of the bands — was the

By
Rebecca
Bode
Staff
Colmnist

Size matters. That's what a
lot of people are going to tell
you. It's logical I guess, that
bigger would be better. Well,
not always. Although its obvious that a woman's vagina is
equipped to stretch and accommodate for childbirth, it doesn't always want to be pushed to
its limit, especially during sex.
Besides, the last time I
checked, having a kid wasn't
exactly orgasmic. The truth is,
CAMPUS PHOTO • LAURA GIORGIO

WHAT'S THE CATCH? — James Egan, Josh Ansley and Ryan Eldred of the ska band,
Catch-22, perform at Ushuaia on Tuesday night.
the
club.
acoustics
in
Throughout most of the sets, it
was almost impossible to
understand the words to the
songs. Although Ushuaia is a
far cry from a Roman
amphitheater, it is not too

much to ask that every once in
a while the audience be able to
distinguish a- word or two.
ska
Scarborough-based
group Steal From the Rich
started off the show with a
high-energy set, including

every ska/ punk bands staple
cover of "So Happy Together."
The lead singer was inaudible
for most of the set, although he
was said to be suffering from
See CATCH on page 12

Steiners sing to record-breaking large crowd

cance of the group's advancement in the ICCA.
"To even get into the ICCAs
is a challenge," Janes said.
"Each level you progress, the
competition increases significantly, so to make it to the semifinals in an 'off year' for us is
quite a feat, but if we can do
well there and make it to the

a guy who is extra long has the
potential to strike your cervix
during sex, which can be
extremely painful. Women who
have a tilted uterus have a
greater chance of this unpleasant experience, as their. cervix
is not as far up as most others.
Julia Bourland,
a sex
columnist
for
the
San
Francisco Chronicle, makes a
good point when she says,"An
extra short penis on the other
hand is still able to reach one's
vital spot — the G-spot is just
an inch or so back along the
front wall of the vagina. So if
you're the type to enjoy G-spot
pleasure — and not all women
are — then a short penis will
do no wrong."
What she went on to comment about is that although the
length may not be a factor, the
width certainly is. A penis that
is pencil-thin may not be able
to excite a woman as much as
its thicker friends. When asked
about size, a third-year psychology student replied,"Well,
you don't want it so small that
it looks like he has three balls."
Enough said.
Let's step away from the
size perspective for a minute.

See STEINERS on page 13

See SIZE on page 12

By Mike Melochick
For The Maine Campus
Droves of students crammed
themselves into the North Pod
of Memorial Union to see the
University of Maine's premier a
cappella group, the Maine
Steiners, for Tuesday night's
Java Jive. The crowd, estimated
at more than 300 fans, overflowed the room, spilling into
the dining area of the union.
Sitting, standing or packed like
sardines, the audience was there
to see the unique vocal stylings
that have become the Steiners'
trademark sound.
The 11 Steiners took the
stage at 8 p.m., dominating the
small forum and silencing the
crowd as they broke into
"Lonely Insomniac," led by
Nick Caler. The minimal stage
lighting allowed the group's silhouettes to dance across the picturesque winter backdrop, provided by the large window in the
North Pod. Ryan Gould,a thirdyear member of the Steiners and
lead soloist, crooned a rendition
of "Drive," by Incubus. The
mellow ambiance of the show
continued as Lee Pidacks performed a haunting version of

CAMPUS PHOTO • SAM MAHAR

STEPPING UP — Nick Caler waits for his cue while Dennis Boyd steps up and begins the
bass sounds on one of the songs performed by the members of the Maine Steiners at
Tuesday night's Java Jive.
Sting's "Fields of Gold," the
song which earned him Top
Soloist honors at the Regional
International Championship of
Collegiate A Cappella (ICCA)
in Hartford the weekend of Feb.
7 - 8.
The Steiners advanced to the
East Coast Finals of the ICCA's
for the second year in a row.
This accomplishment came as a
surprise to Gould.

"After we got third in the
ICCA Finals last year, we lost
about half of our guys. To
advance to the semi-finals in
Hartford in what we thought
was a rebuilding year with four
new members is an amazing testament to our strength as a
group," he said.
The group's musical director, fourth-year member DJ
Janes, elaborated on the signifi-

Large or not,
I'm going to
say that it's
really what
you can do
with it that
counts
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Local band focuses on making
it big, Bumstock, community

THEATER
"Much Ado About Nothing"
Hauck Auditorium
Thursday - Saturday
@ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday @ 2 p.m.
"Lend Me A Tenor"
Portland Stage Company
Through Sunday,
Feb.22 @ 8 p.m.
t,ww.portlandstage.com

By Aerin Raymond
Staff Writer
ampus Vote 2003,the
vote that determined the
six campus bands playing at Bumstock 2004,
ended with two bands earning far
more votes than any others. The
first band is NOw Transmission, a
band that has played several shows
on campus and has spent a year
building a strong following. The
second band,one that many saw as
a surprise choice, is Almost Home,
an emo band that has only played
on campus once and has existed
less than a year. Additionally,the
band's focus is more on its local
Brewer/ Bangor area then on the
campus most of them call home.
"It's a real honor,especially
where we got second place in the
campus vote," Michael King,the
band's bassist and background
vocalist,said about the bid for
Bumstock.
When lead vocalist Cory
Deshane attended college in
Connecticut, his drive home gave
way to inspiration and he came up
with the band name they've since
stuck with.The band formed originally in high school under the
name Kung-Fu Fridays, with more
of a pop-punk influence and sound.
After switching a few members
and changing the band's name to
Almost Home,the group members
began to record and work together
to create the sound they have come
to be known for.
Almost Home is Made up of
Deshane on lead vocals and guitar,
Jon Gouppee on guitar and backup
vocals,Andrew Geaghan on
drums,and King on bass and backup vocals.They have played at The
Frequency this past November,as
well as Bangor's Oktoberfest and
numerous smaller venues around
northern and central Maine. Almost
Home has played it's share of gigs,
and this April the band can add
UMaine's Bumstock Music
Festival to the list.
Bumstock is something the
band has always wanted to do,but
they never thought there was a
chance that they'd get in. Although
UMaine's Bumstock,The
Frequency,the Sophomore Owl's
Battle of the Bands and CAB's
Java Jive all showcase local
groups,King said that it is really
difficult for Maine bands to be
heard and discovered.
"There is a lot of potential and
talent here, but it takes a lot more
effort and money than most bands
are able to put in," he said.
Almost Home has made the
effort by recording a 10-song
album and creating press packages
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"Spunk"
Minsky Recital Hall
Wednesday @ 7:30 p.m.

c

ROCK/ POP
Buzz Talent Show
The Marketplace
Thursday @ 8 p.m.
"An Evening with Styx"
Merrill Auditorium, Portland
Sunday @ 7 p.m.
www.portlandevents.com

Toby Keith
Cumberland County
Civic Center
Sunday I Monday
@ 7:30 p.m.
www.theciviccentercom
The Project: Night 3
The Marketplace

Tuesday @ 8 p.m.
Lynyrd Skynrd
Cumberland County '
Civic Center
Wednesday @ 7:30 p.m.
Life of Agony, Melee
Ushuaia
Wednesday @ 8 p.m.

INSTRUMENTAL
The Lidral Duo
Bangor Lounge
Friday @ noon

ART
CAMPUS PHOTOS • HOLLY BARBER

GETTING THERE — The members of the band Almost Home, bassist Mike King,
lead vocalist Cory Deshane, drummer Andy Geagan and guitarist Jon Goupee,
perform at the Frequency in the Memorial Union on Nov. 6. Almost Home is one
of seven campus bands slotted to play at this year's Bumstock.

to be sent to record labels. Though
they have not heard back from any
of the labels,they are optimistic.
As far as the future of Almost
Home,the band is uncertain of
what is to come.Though most
bands dream of dropping everything and becoming famous,they
have a realistic outlook on their situation.
"Though my number one
career choice would be to be a
rock star, we will all eventually be
heading our separate ways.Ideally
we'd love to go further, but we
don't know what is going to happen. Right now we're just excited
to play Bumstock," King said.
Almost Home will play at
Bumstock on Saturday,April 24.

"Meditations"
Carnegie Hall
Opens Friday @ 5 p.m.

DANCE
Tablz Turnd
Bear Brew Pub
Thursday Night

OTHER
Caribbean Dinner
Wells Commons
Friday @ 6 p.m.
Mardi Gras Celebration
Crossland Hall
Tuesdayfrom noon ti! 3 p.m.

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER

UP CLOSE — Corey Deshane, ;ead singer of
Almost Home, shows his skill at the Nov 6
Frequency.

Student Film Festival
is in April. E-mail Andrew
Young or Paul Ezzy if
interested.
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Four local bands
open for Catch-22
From CATCH on page 10
bronchitis, but the band was
able to overcome this problem
and play an enjoyable set.
The next two groups were
the punk band Eating Alone
and the ska band Scary Mary.
While Eating Alone had plenty
of energy and thrashing guitar
hooks, the lead singer's
screaming was enough to drive
anyone away.
Scary Mary, on the other
hand, had absolutely no energy, as the band members barely moved around onstage. The
drummer was the lead singer,
which was an interesting thing
to see and it was fun watching
him tweak out every time he
hit his drums hard.
Skawabonga was next, and
turned out to be the second
best act of the night. The band
features two members from
Scary Mary — apparently they
saved their energy for this set.
The band did a good job of
pumping up the crowd for
Catch-22 with some catchy

and fun songs.
Catch-22 finally came on
stage about three hours after
the concert began. They were
able to immediately fire up the
crowd, performing songs off
last
CD
released
their
November, Dinosaur Sounds.
Catchy songs, like "Motown
Cinderella"
and
"White
Stained Lips," really got the
crowd going. At times, the
entire floor was moving in a
giant, dancing circle, obviously enjoying the show.
It was easier to understand
the words to Catch-22's songs
because the lead singers had
better voices and the band
brought its own sound man to
operate the sound board.
The maturity and experience of Catch-22, which was
missing from the previous
bands, was obvious, as they
were able to engage the audience in some amusing banter
between songs. The band
ended its set with a crowd
sing-along after almost an
hour of performance.

The biggest threat
to depression is your
awareness of it.
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A closer look at the size question
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From SIZE on page 10
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Large or not, I'm going to say
that it's really what you can do
with it that counts. We've all
heard the phrase, "It's not the
size of the boat, it's the motion
in the ocean," which may
sound a little lame, but still has
a bit of truth to it. No matter
how big it is, if you're not willing to switch it up a bit or if
you've got no skill, you're still
not going to be any good in
bed.
The doggy-style position is
going to be the most helpful in
solving a small size issue, as it
is the position where maximum
penetration
is
achieved.
Staying away from having the
girl on top will not only help
with this, but also avoid a

potentially dangerous situation
— think about it.
The shape can also make or
break a guy in bed. I've heard
that crookedness is something
to be enjoyed, but that is all I
will say about that.

The truth is,
some guys
claim that
breasts can
be too big
What can also help is intimacy. If you have been with
someone for a really long time,
you start to know his body and
what he can do with it, versus a
one-night stand where you

don't get a chance to know
your partner much and experiment.
I don't think I'm being fair
here only talking about men's
size, so let's talk about women.
Are bigger breasts always better?
Most people assume that
men always prefer bigger
breasts, but the truth is, some
guys claim that breasts can be
too big. Breast size really is a
personal issue, and what a guy
likes to look at in a magazine
for "personal time" and what a
guy likes to actually encounter
can vary greatly. As one firstyear here at UMaine said,"As
long as there's something
there, I'm happy."
So does size really matter?
Only if you make it matter.

• Atitontaftno,d 1 lockyyPhattto

and much more!!!
'Tirket r4rn be purchased everyday in'
the union from 11
or email

Eric.DegrassoPumit.rnaine.edu

www.mainecampus.com
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Steiners advance in national a capella competition
From STEINERS on page 10
finals, I hope we can best last
year's third-place finish."
One of the group's new
members, Sean Fitzgerald,
soloed "Without Your Love,"
which livened up the placid, yet
attentive crowd. Fitzgerald,
James Wieland, Jason Paquette
and Mike Robinson are all new
members to the Steiners, who
used the momentum gained in
Hartford to showcase their
diverse song base.
Gould soloed the Counting
Crows, "Big Yellow Taxi,"
adding snippets of humor to the
song by interjecting dance
moves, including the "Electric
Slide," and the "Macarena," to
the song. Caler then performed
one of the group's older covers,
"Real World," by Matchbox 20.
Following the intermission,
the Steiners continued to
demonstrate contrasting song
styles. They displayed a sense of
humor regarding lost love on
"Since You've Been Gone."
"Crazy Maze," a duet performed
by Janes and Gould followed.
Gould then stole the spotlight
with a slow-tempo interpretation of Fuel's "Shimmer."
Following some of the Steiners'
shenanigans, the group performed "Why Are You Running
Away," by Hoobastank. The
group's
closing
number
"Change in My Life," show-

cased the cohesiveness of
singers working as a unit, and
reinforced their overwhelming
rapport with the audience.
The Steiners' ability to entertain, as well as sing, is an integral part of their appeal, which
has allowed them to create a
large fan base, both here at
UMaine and throughout New
England, at schools where they
have performed.
"I love the Steiners, because
they are so talented. I have seen
them at least 10 times, and they
never cease to amaze me," said
junior Lindsey Hathorn.
In
sporadic
interludes
between songs, the Steiners
showed their collective sense of
humor by parodying the "Real
Men of Genius" Bud Light
spots. The group took shots at
the "flamboyant" parking ticket
guy, claiming he "put the ass in
parking pass." The overzealous
lunch lady was also a subject of
a "Real Heroes of U-Maine"
parody. According to the group,
she puts the "hun in hungry."
The last "Real Hero of UMaine," parody called out the
unicyclists on campus, telling
them "to pull wheelies," much
to the crowd's delight.
The Steiners' ability to play
to the crowd is the formulaic
part of their success. At one
point in the show, the group
brought two members of the
audience on-stage for an a cap-

AMPUS PHOTO • '-;AM MAHAR

MUSICALLY INCLINED — Serenading a packed North Pod, Nick Caler steps up front during a song
performed by the Maine Steiners at Tuesday's Java Jive.
pella rendition of "Happy from the show going to the
Birthday," to celebrate in their foundation. This act of philanown unique way, which includ- thropy is particularly generous,
ed flirtatious advances from
because the Steiners are indeGould.
pendently funded, relying priFun and games aside, the
marily on CD and ticket sales
Steiners are a socially con- for revenue.
scious group. They are per"I would say the show was
forming a benefit concert April an overwhelming success,"
9 at the Maine Center for the Sean Walsh, the director of
Arts for the Make-A7Wh :44ithw
,
"
,
Foundation with all proceeds phis people here on a Tuesday

night is amazing. This easily
doubles any previous numbers
I've seen since I've been in
charge of Java Jive. I can only
hope to see a fraction of these
people here next week for the
third night of the quarterfinals
of the Java Jive competition. I
knew the Steiners had a huge
fan base, but this is a real testait

really

"
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CAPTAIN RIBMAN I Feel Like Chicken To[K]night

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

02004

WHATEVE-N
YOU DO, DON'T
SERVE HIM SALAD.
SALADS MAKE
HIM TESTY.

SUPER
COMICS
.COM

WHAT'S

JERK
CHICKEN
?? OF

THE COACH
THE TEXAS TECH
BASKETBALL TEAM,
80881 KNIGHT?

MY MOM
SAID WE'RE
HAVING ST
FOR DINNER.

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

PAUL
WOW, MY PLACE LOOKS
AWESOME, THANKS TO WOU!

WWW.MRSILLY.COM

T11006H I DON'T REMEMBER BUYING THIS. REALLY—WOW... NEVER OCCURRED TO YOU TO
--....-01 STOP ONCE IT WASN'T L00KIN6 LIKE A TABLE'?
4114
le'
/

*1
•
. ., i
4,„liv

714,

....
,)
YEAH, WE DID 600D. AND IT
DION T COST MUCH, EITHER.

THAI S IHE COMPUTER TABLE. I
THOU6HT I COULD ASSEME,12 IT
WITHOUT INSTRUCTIONS, AND
BUILT A ROCKIN6 HORSE INSTEAD.

/

kl
NOT EVEN ONCE. AND It I COULD 60 SACK AND
DO THINGS DIFFERENTLV, 114 NOT SO SURE I
WOULD. HECK, I DON'T EVEN OWN A COMPUTER!

MR. GNU by Travis Dandro

"Allow me to present the honorary
Oscar for Most Bloated Budget"
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E
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HOROSCOPES by Liz Jarrell

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Personnel
5 School orgs.
9 Film snippets
14 Solo's princess
15 Singer Guthrie
16 Lothario's cousin
17 Carter's middle
name
18 Tykes
19 Colorado resort
20 Breakfast
offering
23 Caesar's eggs
24 Oops!
25 Affectionate
critic
27 Religious bug?
30 Black-and-white
auks
32 Elite invitees
33 Content
36 Author Fleming
37 Temporary
currency
38 Sis counterpart
39 Semi fuel
42 Secretary of
State Powell
44 BLT part
45 " Company"
46 Prime
48 Bride's
accessory
49 Abdul Aziz
Saud
50 Blue Grotto
location
56 "Jurassic Park"
star Sam
58 Olympic runner
Zatopek
59 Requirement
60 Banks or
Kovacs
61 Missile garage
62 Copenhagen
native
63 Fine horse
64 Musial or Getz
65 Raw minerals
DOWN
1 Staff symbol
2 Rump
3 St. Patrick's land
4 Fruitcake
ingredient
5 Feeling of pity
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Solutions to previous puzzle
6 Fidelity
7 Sax for Bird
MV 1 S
SI IdEl 0 LI 3 N
8 Cub Sammy
0
9
v
i
8
3 >I0d
NVINO
9 Lunar features
nini
10 Alamos or Gatos NOB1N31SEIV
SAO 1 1 v
AM 0 0 M
lead-in
11 Out of the
d3315
NMV dS
question
sa3sn
130NVH
12 Irritate
13A3
ainom
ss]i
13 Sub detector
3 AVH
3 I NLIV
3 Id°
21 Voucher
OVE10
3AV_LS
181
22 Bacon unit
26 J.J. Pershing's
V_LH3 IN 0
J Ail N
troops
AHS00
N3HSV
27 House servant
83 >I LI 0 M
NI 3 3 1 S 3
28 Jai .
010d
301:1V10NVA9
29 Agent 86's
130d
10E183
VII3V1
partner
SO8V
SG33H
S883
30 Nintendo's hero
31 Pub. service
33 Dundee man
34 Buffalo's lake
42 Elegantly stylish 51 Fewer
43 Magic home?
35 Adams and
52 Give off
Cornelius
45 Cookware
53 Anjou or Bosc
coating
54 Actress Russo
37 Bumps oft
40 Instant lawn
46 Dancer Gregory 55 Caesar's
41 Sent a cyber47 Critic Roger
unlucky day
message
48 Behold!
57 Whopper

Aquarius
Gemini
(1/20-2/17)
(5/20-6/20)
Things are obviously going
Things are going well with
well with that special someone, that significant other in your
since the two of you have just life, and you couldn't be happitaken a big step toward finaliz- er with your current love situaing your future together. tion. Be careful, however, that
Whatever this semester brings, things don't become routine.
know that everything that is Get creative this weekend and
meant to be will happen in due show your love in a new way.
time.
Cancer
Pisces
(6/21-7/21)
(2/18-3/20)
You find yourself thinking a
Someone's been paying par- lot about that ex, that person
ticular attention to you in the who "got away." Try not to
last couple of days,and you are dwell on the past, but notice all
still unsure of how you feel those people around you who
toward this person. However, are interested. Perhaps that pertry to put your hesitations aside son wasn't truly the one for you.
to open up your mind and give
this person a chance.
Leo
(7/22-8/22)
Aries
You are satisfied with your
(3/21-4/19)
current life situation, and are
You've been good friends excited about the special plans
with a certain person for quite that you and your significant
some time now, but recently, other have planned. However,
you have noticed your feelings try not to get so caught up with
changing. Take the opportunity this planning that you forget the
to show this special person how others who are trying to reach
much you really care for out to you.
him/her.
Virgo
Taurus
(8/23-9/21)
(4/20-5/19)
Your love situation is like a
Feel like you are the only soap opera that is always taking
one without a special person? sporadic turns, like that old
Remember that you are defi- flame who appeared out of
nitely not alone. Get together nowhere last weekend. Prepare
your other single friends and to be pleasantly surprised this
have a girls' night out. You weekend,as your love life deficould meet someone when you nitely starts heading in a good
least expect it.
direction.

Libra
(9/22-10/22)
Your love life always seems
to move in spurts. At first you
thought it was going to be a dry
spell, but most recently it started looking up. What are you
going to do about these new
guys in your life? Just sit back
and get to know each of them
before you make any decisions.
Scorpio
(10/23-11/21)
You are enraged by recent
news you heard regarding your
ex,and really don't know what
to think. Realize that he/she
never deserved you, and that
this is a chance to once and all
be done with that person for
good.
Sagittarius
(11/22-12/20)
So many guys/girls are after
you! What can you do but try to
beat them away with a stick?
Don't get overwhelmed, but
just take pleasure in the attention you're receiving. Don't
forget to kick back and enjoy
the scenery.
Capricorn
(12/21-1/19)
You have had your eyes on
a certain someone for some
time now, and are beginning
to get antsy. Seize the day and
tell him/her how you really
feel. Rumor has it their reaction will probably be in your
favor.
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Bears gear up for UMBC UMaine downed
UMaine prepares to make March playoff run by BU at home
Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer

There are moments in sports
that forever become etched in our
minds. Moments that will always
be remembered not for their outcome but rather for their ability to
draw a nation together. When for a
brief period of time the public quietly anticipates every swing of a bat
or the bounce of a basketball. This
is the true beauty of sports. That
beauty that keeps every fan coming
back for more is no more evident
than in March, when the NCAA
basketball tournament rolls around.
The spectacle, known as March
Madness, is arguably one of the
greatest sporting events.
As march approaches, the
University of Maine men's basketball team is readying itself for a run
at the big dance. Maine has quietly
been gathering steam heading into
the fmal stretch of regular season
contests. The Black Bears, who at
the start of the season were ranked
seventh among conference opponents in the preseason poll, have
managed to string together five
straight victories and take sole possession of third place in the conference. Maine's slow ascent to the top
of the league should come as no
surprise. With three Black Bears
occupying spots among the
league's scoring leaders, Maine
could go after perennial conference
powers Vermont and Boston

University.
Head coach John Giannini, who
is now in his eighth season at the
helm of the Black Bear program,
has spearheaded the Black Bears'
assault on the conference standings.
Following Sunday's victory in
Albany, Giannini had garnered his
121st career win, placing him in
second place all time at UMaine in
wins.In addition,the win gave him
a .528 winning percentage which
slides him into first place all-time in
winning percentage, in Maine
men's basketball history. In the past
five years,Giannini has emerged as
one of the fmest basketball coaches
in school history, guiding the Black
Bears to 87 victories from
1998-2003,the most wins in a fiveyear span in UMaine basketball history.
Giannini and company will be
looking to continue their success
this weekend as they are set for a
rematch against the University of
Baltimore-County
Maryland
Retrievers. In the two teams' last
meeting,the Black Bears were able
to use a suffocating defense and
presence on the glass to conquer
UMBC. Mark Flavin was able to
take control over the Retrievers' big
man and own the paint, tallying 19
points and 11 rebounds. For Flavin
it was his second double-double of
the year. The Retrievers will be
hoping to counter this performance
by getting big points from forwards
and
Kareem
Davis
Seth

Washington. Both players contributed solid numbers in last
January's game, but they will need
to post big numbers if they hope to
contend with the Black Bears versatile scoring attack.
Maine has continually gotten
support from all areas of the court
this season, offensively and defensively. Kevin Reed, Eric Dobson
and Flavin have been the team's
headliners, dropping big numbers
night after night. Reed is ranked
seventh in the league scoring,totaling 14.4 points a match. Dobson
and Flavin are ranked 13th and
16th, recording 12.8 and 11.6
points a game,respectively.
The play of unheralded guards
Ludmil Hadjisotirov and Chris
Markwood that has brought Maine
to the position it currently resides
in, getting the Black Bears through
sluggish points when their stars
stall. If those five Black Bears
aren't enough to wear down opponents, the Black Bears throw
Freddy Peticus and Joe Campbell
into the mix and boast one of the
deepest teams in the conference. It
is Maine's ability to not relay on
one star player but rather a core
group of role players to succeed.
With Maine's last home game
at Alfond Arena come and gone
and the spectacle of March
Madness creeping closer for the

Black Bears,one thing is for sure:
the beauty of sports will certainly
be on display.

mainecampus
Classifieds
The

IRAKELL
SPRING BREAK 2004
WITH STS. AMERICA'S
#1 STUDENT TOUR
OPERATOR. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. CALL
FOR GROUP DISCOUNTS.
INFO RESERVATION'S
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

FOR RENT
Cityside Apts. OLD TOWN
2-ONE bedroom Apts. '
$600 a !no. Heat/Util.
incl. 827-5903
5 BR APT.
11/11W/Cable. Lease
thru May '04 or June
'04 thru May '05.
Lou 866-4487.
2 and 3 BEDROOM APTS,

NEW R.ENOVATTIONS,
UTILITIES INCLUDED
$800 TO $1200 LOCATED
N ()R()N().
MSC.
SLIMMER IN MAINE
Males and females.
Meet new friends!
Travel! Teach your
favorite activity.
Tennis, swim, canoe,
sail, waterski, kayak,
gymnastics, theater,
silver jewelry, nanny,
copper enameling,
video, english
ropes, pottery, office
land sports and more.
June to August.
Residential. Enjoy our
website. Apply online
Tripp Lake Camp for
girls. 1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com

Problems with a roommate, a friend, a land-

lord? Call UMaine
Mediators. 581-2639

Advertise in The
Maine Campus.
Call 581-1273
between 8:30
a.m. and 4:30
p.m. to place
your
classified
advertisement.
www.rnainecAmpus.com

From MEN'S BASKETBALL on
page 20
half, Maine saw several players fall
victim to foul trouble. Flavin accumulated three early fouls, while
Chris Markwood and Kevin Reed
collected two each.In their absence,
BU keyed off the play of Rashad
Bell, who recorded seven first-half
points. The Tethers would close out
the half, 37-22.
At the start of the second half,
BU began right were it left out dropping five consecutive baskets and
stretching its advantage to 19. The
opening minutes of the half played
out with the Terriers matching
Maine's every effort, denying any
chance of a fast comeback. It
seemed as if BU had just about run
away with the game when Shaun
Wynn freed himself with the shot
clock winding down and banked a
dramatic fade away jumper.
The Black Bears, however, had
saved their best surprise until late in
the game, when they slowly began
to chip away at the Tethers' almost
insurmountable lead. The assault on
the scoreboard for the Black Bears
kicked it up a notch, when Eric
Dobson penetrated inside the lane
and gave Markwood a no-look pass
for an open three from behind the
arc. The three-point basket started
Maine's stab at the advantage.
Coming with 10 minutes left in the
match,Maine got four pivotal points
from talented, but often not used,
David Dubois. The junior forward
used his big body inside the paint
and took control of BU's Ryan Butt
for two easy layups. With a Dubois
foul, the Black Bears sent in a energized Flavin who brought Maine
within 10 with a contested three.
With another stop by a now suffocating Black Bear defense, Maine
got the ball up to Reed,who drained
his second three of the match. Reed
used a pick from the left side of the
court to sweep around the arc and
tally the open trey. Reed would then
pick up back to back threes when
Dubois recovered a loose ball diving

to the ground and flinging the ball to
Reed in the corner. The basket had
not only caused the crowd to erupt
but sent BU head coach Dennis
Wolf into a tailspin. Maine had ferociously fought back and stood less
then five points away from the
Tethers with four minutes remaining.
The play of the game came on
the next possession when Dobson
went toe-to-toe with Rashad Bell
and faked Bell to the right and cut to
the left for a one-handed lay-up.The
move had brought Maine all the way
back to just three points down.That
was as close as they would get
though. Similar to the first half,
turnovers were the Black Bears'
undoing.On the next several trips up
the court, Maine converted on pivotal possessions that quickly put the
ball back into the hands of the
Tethers. Wolfslowed down the pace
of the game and got BU to occupy
the shot clock until the last moment.
The strategy made off when Wynn
made a fading 20 foot jumper at
2:30 with the shot clock expired.
Maine was never able to rebound
and fell down 61-50. Petkus gave
the Black Bears their last glimmer of
hope with a three-pointer pulling the
score back to 61-53. BU shut the
lights on the Black Bears, after
recording a series of free throws.
The Terriers headed to the locker
room with a 64-53 victory and their
20th win on the year. The decision
improved the Tethers' record to 204 and 14-1 in conference competition, while the Black Bears fell to
16-8 and 10-6 in conference play.
Reed led all Maine scorers with
12 points and six rebounds, while
Flavin contributed nine points and
nine rebounds. Dobson rounded out
the scoring by tallying 10 points on
the evening.
For BU,Wynn recorded a team
high 13 points and Bell totaled 12
points for the Terriers. Player of the
week Chaz Carr contributed 11
points to the fmal score and proved
maybe the most important role with
his playmaking skills.

Track team heads to Boston
See TRACK on page 16

1997 and 1998,with third-place fmishes.
No Maine woman has turned
the top time in the conference this
in
a
top
time in the conference this
season in the 1000-meter run, more
numerous Black Bears
season,
but
than a second ahead of teammate
are
near
the
top of the lists. Katie
Lansing and Brian Farrell of Stony
and
Staci
Short have turned in
Page
Brook. Other top times this .senson
belong to hurdler Troy Irvine,whose solid performances in the throwing
6.66 second performance in the 55- events, while jumpers Silvia
meter hurdles far outpaces the near- Scaldaferri, Stephanie McCusker,
est competitor, Paul Roche of Claire Poliquin and Erin Hatch have
Albany at 754. Setting the pace in also posted strong performances this
the men's distance medley relay season. Hana Pelletier, Rachel
time is the University of Maryland- McCaslin, Kristen Vidlak and
Balitmore County, with 10:18.40. Heather Jovanelli are all positioned
The time is nearly seven seconds to have strong showings in the running events.
ahead of any other team.
The meet will be held at the BU
The Black Bear women are lookand Tennis Center at 10 am.
Track
ing to improve upon their performand at 9 am.on Saturday.
on
Friday
ance of last season, when they tied
Fast schools spon10
America
for sixth place with the University of All
Vermont, far behind the eventual sor women's-track and field, and all
champions, Northeastern. Maine the schools except Vermont have a
has never fmished higher than in men's team.
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Bears look to
pick up points
By Matt Hritz
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women's hockey team will head
back on the road to Boston this
weekend to play the Northeastern
Huskies after, earning a point
against New Hampshire last weekend.

Women's Hockey
"It was a bit disappointing to not
be able to get one win from them,"
said senior goaltender Lam Smart.
"We were so close to a win. But we
were happy to take one point from
them. It's better than a loss."
The Black Bears, 8-13-4 overall and 5-7-2 in Hockey East, will
face another team struggling to
score goals,the Huskies are averaging two goals a game. Offensively,
Northeastern is led by Cyndy
Kenyon, who has 10 goals and 13
assists and Marie Desrosiers, who
has seven goals and 11 assists.
In net for the Huskies is Chanda
Gunn,who has a 7-5-7 record to go
along with a .949 save percentage
and a stingy 1.61 goals against
average.
"Chanda Gunn is a great goalie,
but if we can get her off her game
or put a lot of pressure of her and
the Northeastern defense we
should have success," said junior
defenseman Laura Maddin. "We
need to shoot the puck and go to
the net hard. We can't skate around
looking for the perfect pass and the
perfect shot. Any shot is a good
shot, we just need to put the puck
on net and eventually it will go in
for us."

When Maine has been scoring
goals, success has been coming
thanks to the line featuring
Meaghan Aarts, Tristan Desmet
and Cheryl White. The line has
been involved in four of the last six
goals for the Black Bears.
"I just think the chemistry is
there because you got a kid who
drives the net,creates space,and all
CAMPUS PHOTO • MAIEJ KRAJCOVIC
three are working hard so it starts
and goaldefenseman
with work ethic and from work SWISH — Sophomore Michel Leveille, sandwiched between
Ranked third,
-Huntsville.
ethic it leads to our chances and tender, attempts to score at the Feb. 6 game against Alabama
record.
21-6-3
UMaine goes head to head with Providence this weekend with a
then we get something finished
from Aarts," said Maine head
coach Rick Filighera. "That's why
it is working."
With goals expected to be a precious commodity scoring first may
that Goepfert and UMaine goalie and senior Jason Platt (2-4-6).
From MEN'S HOCKEY on page 20
be important to the team's chances
Up front,the Friars are keyed by
Jimmy Howard may finally get to
of victory.
junior
Chris Chaput. He leads the
two
The
game.
"We've [faced] it before," face each other in a
"Scoring first is always very
scoring with nine goals and
in
2003
team
the
Whitehead said. "We've had suc- goalies were teammates at
important," said White, a junior
20
for 29 points. Also imporassists
cess against it in some games and World Junior Championships,
forward. "It is also important to
not in others. It's nothing earth- where Howard was the starter at the tant for Providence will be seniors
play even harder after scoring the
shattering. But that's not what the beginning of the tournament, but Peter Zingoni (12-16-28) and
first goal,so the other team doesn't
only thing that Providence does. was replaced by Goepfert after the Jonathan Goodwin (9-9-18), along
come right back at us and score like
They are also a very good hockey first game. They have yet to face with sophomore Tony Gajda (10UNH did. Scoring first gives us a
10-20).
team that presents more problems each other in their college careers.
mental boost and allows us to have
Whitehead knows that the next
to
looking
also
Friars
are
The
than just a trap."
the opportunity to control the game.
few
weekends will be important to
be
to
an
Wood
Stephen
defenseman
goalis
problems
One of those
It motivates us to go out and get
for a possible showdown for
up
being
set
Besides
player.
important
very
two
has
tending. Providence
another goal right away."
East regular season title
Hockey
the
good
very
is
he
defensively,
good
talented goalies in sophomore
The Black Bears will play the
weekend with Boston
final
the
in
and
goals
eight
has
He
offensively.
David
Bobby Goepfert and junior
Huskies on Friday at 7 p.m. and
his
of
College.
Five
points.
21
for
assists
13
Cacciola. Goepfert has seen the
Saturday at 3 p.m. at Northeastern
"Eveiy point is precious right
majority of the action, with 2() eight goals have been power play
and will return home to finish out
he said. "Between now and
now,"
tallies.
a
with
games played. He is 13-4-2
the home regular season schedule
of the season, we need to
end
the
their
on
impact
big
a
makes
"He
2.06 goals against average, a .920
the following weekend when they
at least one point to have a
up
said.
make
Whitehead
offensively,"
team
save percentage, and two shutouts.
host the Boston College Eagles.
down by five points,
We're
chance.
power
the
on
is
Providence
"When
Cacciola has played 11 games and
"We are going to be aggresbe within four to
to
have
we
and
of
aware
be
to
have
will
is 1-5-4 with a 2.06 goals against play, we
sive," Filghera said."Anytime you
the last weekend.
in
chance
a
have
we
sure
make
average, a .933 save percentage, where Wood is and
play a team that they rely heavily
every opportutake
to
need
we
So
and one shutout. Goepfert has get out and put some pressure on
on their goaltender obviously you
points."
take
to
nity we can
played the last four games for him."
got to put pucks on net and you got
The puck drops Friday and
Other key defenseman are sophProvidence.
to go to the net. You got to keep it
A possibility of the match up is omore James Pemberton (0-7-7) Saturday nights at 7 p.m.
simple."

Bears and Friars meet for series

THIS WEEK IN MAINE ATHLETICS

Black Bears travel to
track championships
By Alex Chaiken
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine men's
and women's indoor track and field
teams return to Boston University

Indoor Track
this weekend to compete in the 2004
America East Indoor Track and
Field Championships. Neither the
Black Bear men nor women have
ever won the event.
The Maine men notched their top
finish in 1997, fmishing in second

place behind the University of New
Hampshire. Last season, they finished in fifth place, behind the conference champions from the
University of Albany and the runners-up ,host BU.Many Maine athletes have accomplished times or
distances near the top of the
America East standings, including
throwers Andre Dubois and Tony
Morgan, runners Joel Evans, Jeff
Camn,Andy Caron,Paul Rupprecht
and Mike Lansing. Ruppmcht has
Soo TRACK on page 16

www.GoBlackBears.com

Men's Hockey vs.Providence
7 p.m.• February 20 & 21
Free State Farm Insurance
Mug giveaway before
Saturday's game!

Senior Presti

MERICA
EAST

Senior Julie Veilleux
Augusta, Maine

offfa jyraweg REDEMPTION
CENTER
705 StItIvt

AJ

Ohi 1

NH

19

b

BEER
ED
OUNT
DIS'TIL
MIDNIGHT
PI S

f`Ati:

Store: Mon-Thu: 9:00am-11:00pin Sun: 9:00-5:0(1
Redemotion: Mon-Sat: 8:30-5:30

Swimming & Diving
America East Championships
February 20-22
Stanley M.Wallace Pool

Women's Basketball vs. MD-Baltimore County
Sunday,February 22•1 p.m.
Augusta Civic Center
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Yankees won't see huge results with addition of A-Rod
From A-ROD on page 20
good chance it would not have
happened. If it did happen,
however, there would still be
that little voice inside every
fan's head saying the team
bought its way out of the
curse. Don't tell me you
wouldn't think that.
The trade itself is nothing
special. The Yankees scooped
up A-Rod's contract with little
trouble. The Rangers got
Alfonso Soriano and a player
to be named later. Texas must
also pay $67 million of
Rodriguez's remaining $179
million contract over the next
seven years, roughly $40 million more than they were going
to pay had the deal gone
through with Boston.
It won't all be glory in the
Big Apple, even with the Best
Player in Baseball fielding
ground balls alongside one of
the winningest players in the
game. That is where it all
starts. Can Jeter and A-Rod
actually go through the entire
season sharing the spotlight
and glory, all while trying to
remain best friends? You may
think so now, but wait until
Jeter gets injured or misses a
series here and there. Who do
you think will fill in for him,
play exceptionally well, and
raise questions whether or not
he should stay at shortstop

when Jeter is healthy and
ready to play again? I'll give
you a hint — it won't be
Enrique Wilson. How in the
world he is their starting second baseman this year is
beyond me. It will be tough for
both players to get used to one
another being on the same
team, regardless of how close
their friendship is. Attention is
addictive, and each one craves
it to the maximum.
Flip the scenario and it may
get even uglier. It is inevitable
Rodriguez will be a force to
reckon with on the offensive,
but suppose he has a horrible
time adjusting to the defensive
play of third base. It might be
enough
to
trigger
Steinbrenner's "power to do
anything" and try his new man
at shortstop. I wouldn't put it
past the old guy. Knowing he
has arguably the two best
shortstops in the game is
enough to keep Steinbrenner's
mind pumping and eventually
acting on his impulses. You
know it will happen. For that
matter, what will happen after
Jeter goes through his annual
defensive slump churning out
errors like he was in the Land
0' Lakes factory? Jeter has
never been an amazing field
player and the stats are there to
prove it. It will be interesting
to see what happens once he

shows his true colors come
mid-summer.
Steinbrenner has the power
to, and possibly will, destroy
any team chemistry the clubhouse may have. The group is
full of egomaniacs, and I'm
not even talking about the
management. If Georgie does
something unwelcoming to the
players, you can erase focus
and success from the game
plan. Rodriguez will be the
center of the controversy
whether he likes it or not. And
don't forget about manager Joe
Torre. This guy is in his last
year and desperately wants
out. Stay tuned to see if he
even cares what happens.
Offensively, Soriano and
Rodriguez have been equally
efficient the past three years.
In fact, comparing last year's
numbers alone, a year when ARod was named the American
League MVP, there are no
astonishing
differences.
Soriano had a better batting
average and was not far behind
in runs batted in and home
runs. He is capable of stealing
50 bases in a season, something pretty boy A-Rod has
never come close to. Soriano
has also connected for more
extra base hits the past two
seasons than any other player,
and has been compared to a
young Hank Aaron as far back

as last spring training. With
Rodriguez in the lineup there
doesn't seem to be an incredible amount of added firepower.
The lineup will have an
impact on A-Rod's offensive
production as well. Those
damn Yankees. Their lineup is
disgusting. Eight of the starting nine have all been to at
least one All-Star game and
have the potential to do it
again this year. Lofton, Jeter,
Rodriguez, Giambi, Sheffield,
Matsui, Williams, Posada and
Wilson. As much as I hate to
admit it, that is one hell of a
scary group to face. But it will
affect A-Rod. In Texas there
was no offensive help. In New
York everyone can hit and
everyone can drive in runs.
They are professionals. With
that said, Rodriguez will see
many empty base at-bats,
depriving him of the numbers
he has grown used to accumulating. The media will then
wonder why he is not producing and question his talent. In
a twisted way, the incredible
team Steinbrenner has purchased might be counterproductive.
Even if these points turn out
to be false, the pressure and
attention placed on Rodriguez
are going to be unlike anything
he can fathom. New York, the
epicenter of the media world,

is now graced with the luxury
of owning the best player in
the game. That's right, they
own him. Every move, every
word, every time he orders
Red instead of White, it will be
front page news.
Rodriguez has been spoiled
his entire career being a highprofile player in low-profile
markets. Seattle was a good
team back in the day, but it
was west coast. He got limited
TV time and Mariners games
were hardly on the national
stage. It let him thrive and
blossom into the player he is
now without the distractions.
Then you talk about Texas,
people don't even know there
is a major league team in Texas
besides the Houston Astros. If
A-Rod would have concluded
his career in Texas, media contact would have been about the
same that will occur in half a
season in New York.
Having Rodriguez obviously improves the New York
Yankees, but not as much as
everyone fears. Steinbrenner
will be himself and undoubtedly piss, someone off. The
Yankees may have gained one
of the best talents baseball has
ever seen, but he will not be
the player people want him to
be in New York. His talent is
being wasted.
See you in October, Yank.

On January lst a new law prohibited smoking in bars and pool halls in Maine. Lighting up can mean a
fine for the owner of the bar as well as the smoker. Please help support the new law, which makes
these public places smoke-free. It's clean air for everyone to enjoy.

Healthy Maine Partnerships
The Poo* dedicated to neng us live longer and fumbler,

Bureau of Health, Department of Human Services
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Bears capture
number 13
UM remains
undefeated
after BU win
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
Katie Terhune scored a
game high 20 points for
Boston
University but
UM 67 her three-point
UNH 64 attempt at the
buzzer did not
fall, and the Terriers lost to
the University of Maine in
America East women's bas-

Women's Basketball
ketball action 67-64. On
Wednesday, the Black Bears
extended their winning streak
to a lucky 13 games with one
of their biggest wins of the
season.
The Terriers are ranked
second in America East
behind Maine, who is now 130 in the conference and 18-5
overall.
While Terhune had a big
game for her team, UMaine's
senior forward Heather Ernest
scored 26 points to lead all
forward
Junior
scorers.
Monica Peterson scored 14
points off the bench, while
senior guard Melissa Heon

scored nine points and pulled
down six rebounds.
The Black Bears found
themselves at an awkward
place at halftime, trailing 3325. With 17:19 left in the second half, Maine was behind
41-30. Junior forward Missy
Traversi and freshman guard
Ashley Underwood each hit
threes that helped the Black
Bears go on a 19-5 run and
take a 49-46 lead with 9:16 left
to play. Peterson hit a pair of
jumpers to give Maine a 63-58
lead with 1:38 left. Boston
'University hit two three-pointers to cut Maine's lead to one.
Ernest hit both of her free
throws to put her team back up
by three. The buzzer shot by
Terhune hit the back side of the
rim and bounced out, and
Maine held off the Terriers for
the win.
This was the Black Bears'
second win this season over
the Terriers, who fall to 10-4
in the America East and 15-8
overall. This time, Maine had
to beat the Terriers in a hardfought battle on the road in
Boston, which made things
even more difficult. The
Black Bears need just one
more win to clinch their second straight regular season
conference title. They play
Sunday against the last place
team in the conference,
University of. MarylandBaltimore County.

Bears prepare for UMBC
at Augusta Civic Center
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
women's basketball team will
of
University
host the
County
Baltimore
Marylandon Sunday, but not at Alfond
Arena.
The lady Black Bears from
time to time like to spread the
excitement across the state. In
past years the team has played
games at the Cumberland
County Civic Center in

UM V. UMBC
SUNDAY, FEB. 22
1 P.M.
AUGUSTA CIVIC
CENTER
Portland, but this time will
play at the Augusta Civic
Center.
The Bears will try to win
yet another conference game.
Sunday's match-up pits first
place Maine against the last
place team in the America
East. Maine is running away
with the conference, as they sit

at the top in first place, while
the Retrievers will be trying to
win just their third game of the
season. Maine already beat the
Retrievers once this season on
the road 60-45. UMBC kept
the game close and gave
Maine a strong run in the second half, but Maine's defense
was too strong down the
stretch for UMBC to overcome. Heather Ernest led
Maine scoring with 16 points
in that game, followed by
Melissa Heon who scored 15.
Courtney Doughman came off
the bench for the Retrievers
and scored 17 points.
Sunday's game, with tip-off
scheduled for 1 p.m., is high
school day. All high school
students can get into the game
for free. Maine held high
school day earlier in the year
at Alfond Arena in Orono
when Maine beat Stony Brook
63-53 and nearly 5,000 fans
attended the game, which is a
season high and second highest fan total to any America
East basketball game this season.

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY

OUTTA MY WAY — Senior forward Julie Veilleux dribbles into the paint during last
Saturday's game against Albany. The team, currently an undefeated 13-0 in America
East,.faces UMBC at the Augusta Civic Center tonight.

O*9

WRITE FOR THE
MAINE CAMPUS
SPORTS SECTION.
Contact Kristin
Saunders on FirstClass
or at 581-1268.

Women's basketball
remains undefeated in
America East.
See game results on
page 19.
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Evil
Empire
strikes
back

Bears,
Friars to
face-off
By Jeff Mannlx
Staff Writer
It's down to the final three
weekends of the regular season for
the University of Maine men's ice
hockey team.
The third-ranked Black Bears
are locked in a number of battles
for positioning, both in Hockey
East and nationally. UMaine is currently tied for second place in

By Kyle
Fortinsky
For The
Maine
Campus

There's no use complaining
now. It's time for us to lift our
jaws off the floor. Alex
Rodriguez is officially the
new third baseman for the
New York Yankees. Despite
the fact the previous phrase
should be added to the list of
"seven things you can't say on
radio or television," the trade
is final, done. The Evil Empire
has just been upgraded to a
fascist movement.
Amidst the incredible attention already placed on the
Bronx Bombers, there are
looming factors which may
cause distress within the
organization. Questions now
being ignored by most of the
national media, which grossly
seem to embrace this trade,
are sure to surface once the
season begins.
Speaking of the national
media, have they seen their
integrity lately? I'd say only
one in seven articles documenting the A-Rod trade are
against it and actually believe
the Yankees to be an evil
organization. Sorry — fascist
organization. There are plenty
of things that can go wrong,
and the odds are not that bad
saying they will.
Before I attempt to rip
Steinbrenner a new one and
explain why he will derail the
Yankees clubhouse before the
All-Star break, let's get • one
thing clear: I did not want the
Sox to get Rodriguez and I can
only hope upper management
tries to make nice with Nomar.
After all, he is in a contract
year. Boston would have
looked like the Yankees in a
way, were they to acquire the
shortstop. Sure, a lot of sacrifices needed to be made in
regards to the roster, but with
Rodriguez, the Red Sox would
have been required to win a
World Series, and there is a
See A-ROD on page 18

Men's Hockey
Hockey East with the University of
Massachusetts. Both teams are five
points behind top-ranked Boston
College. UMaine is also battling
for a No. 1 seed in the upcoming
NCAA tournament. The Black
Bears are currently No. 3 in the
PairWise Rankings, which mirrors
the selection criteria aced by the

UM V. PROVIDENCE
FRIDAY, FEB. 20
7 P.M.
UM V. PROVIDENCE
SATURDAY, FEB. 21
7 P.M.
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REBOUND — Black Bears and Terriers fight for a rebound during the teams' Wednesday
night match-up. The UMaine lost 64-53 to BU.

Rollercoaster
Terriers down Bears in up and down game
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
In a much anticipated match-up
between conference powerhouse
Boston University and the
University
of
UM 64 Maine
Black
BU
53 Bears, the game
lived up to its
hype. The match
was filled with everything from an
early trouncing to an astonishing
comeback and jaw-dropping plays.
At the end of it all, BU was left
standing with a 64-53 victory at
Alfond Arena.
The first half opened with a

feverish pace that BU would dictate
for much of the opening 20 minutes.
The Terriersjumped out ofthe gates,
after snatching two quick steals that
set the pace and left the Black Bears
trailing early. Maine responded to

Men's Basketball
BU's feisty opening moments with a
long range three-pointer from junior
Freddy Petkus. The Black Bear
guard and resident three-point specialist used a deep screen to get open
and drain the basket. Peticus' shot
was the first of two electric plays
that had fans out of their seats earlier. Only moments later, the Alfond

Arena exploded when reserve Jon
Wallingford, starting his first game
of the season, exposed the Tethers'
zone and found an uncontested trey
from the corner. Following the play,
Mark Flavin gave the Black Bears
their largest and only lead of the
game, off a 20-foot jump shot
extending Maine's early advantage
to 8-4. The Tethers responded to
Maine's tenacious play with the help
of Kevin Fitzgerald and Jason
Grochowalski. Both players made
key shots pushing BU back into a
lead, which they didn't relinquish
for the rest of the half.
As time progressed in the first
See MEN'S BASKETBALL on page
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NCAA to select the 16-team
national tournament. If UMaine
remains in the top four, the Black
Bears are guaranteed a No. 1 seed
in one of the four regionals.
The Black Bears'journey there
won't be easy. That journey starts
this weekend, when UMaine hosts
the Providence Friars for an important two-game Hockey Fast series
at Alfond Arena on Friday and
Saturday night.
"Goals are going to be tough to
come by?' said UMaine coach Tim
Whitehead about the weekend
series."They have very good goaltending. It's kind of been feast or
famine for us recently in goal scoring. Hopefully, we feast, but I
expect two very low-scoring,hardfought games."
The Friars are coming in hot.
Providence has won its last four
games, two over UMass-Lowell
and two over Boston University.
The Friars are 14-9-6 and 6-8-5 in
Hockey East, which currently has
them in fifth place in the league.
Providence uses a neutral zone
trap, a defensive strategy that
UMaine has had some problems
with earlier in the season.
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